SINGLE DISC MACHINES

A new solution for floor cleaning that increases
the possibilities of use and reduces consumptions

effective while the consumption of water and detergent solution
is reduced by up to 50%.

User-friendliness
Thanks to the high frequency oscillations it offers an excellent
stability and does not tire the user even during long shifts since
it results easy and light to manoeuvre. It can be used also by
unskilled operators.

FM43 Orbital versatility makes it suitable for several types of
interventions:
- Water scrubbing of hard and vinyl floors
- Smoothing and restoration of concrete screed
- Carpet cleaning
- Dry maintenance: stripping and polishing of vinyl floors
- Wooden floor sanding
- Marble restoration and crystallization

Detergent solution reduction by up to 50%
The orbital action allows to clean more uniformly since it contains
the cleaning solution inside the pad area. Cleaning is more

It is equipped with a safety system through which the
machine activation depends on the simultaneous pressure
of the handlebars levers and dead’s man button. When the
levers are released the machine stops

Energy saving
The orbital movement reduces the pad pressure allowing to
achieve excellent results with less energy consumption.

The brush head can make a 90° turn to make the
pad replacement easier

The tank is removable, to be filled up
more comfortably

FLOOR TREATMENTS

Water scrubbing of hard and vinyl floors

Smoothing and
restoration of concrete
screed

TECHNICAL DATA		
FM43 ORBITAL
Drive		Direct
Working width
cm
43
Brush Ø
cm
43
Oscillations per minute
n.
1400
Power supply
V/Hz
230/50

Carpet cleaning

Dry maintenance:
stripping and polishing
of vinyl floors

TECHNICAL DATA		
Tank
l
Pad holder
cm
Power
W
Machine weight
kg
mm
Machine dimensions (L x h x w)

Wooden floor sanding

Marble restoration
and crystallization

FM43 ORBITAL
15
43
1100
65
700x1220x495

CERTIFICATIONS
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FM43 Orbital is a new concept single disc machine that combines
high performances and manoeuvrability.
The orbital movement enhances the cleaning results of a regular
single disc machine, making it particularly recommended for
heavy duty works. FM43 Orbital allows to achieve effective results
in half the time compared to a normal single disc machine.

